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Abstract-A summary is first presented of the conceptual difficulties and paradoxes surround- 
ing plastic bifurcation buckling analysis. Briefly discussed are nonconservativeness, loading rate 
during buckling, and the discrepancy of buckling predictions with use of .I2 flow theory vs 
JZ deformation theory. The axisymmetric prebuckling analysis, including large deflections, 
elastic-plastic material behavior and creep is summarized. Details are given on the analysis of 
nonsymmetric bifurcation from the deformed axisymmetric state. Both JZ flow theory and JZ 
deformation theory are described. The treatment, based on the finite-difference energy method, 
applies to layered segmented and branched shells of arbitrary meridional shape composed of a 
number of different elastic-plastic materials. Numerical results generated with a computer 
program based on the analysis are presented for an externally pressurized cylinder with conical 
heads. 

NOMENCLATURE 
Plastic loading matrix, equation (6) 
elastic constants defined in equations (7) and (17) 
total strain anywhere in the shell wall 
elastic modulus 
shear modulus = E/[2(1 + v)] 
identity matrix 
integrated constitutive IawAquations (23) and (24) 
stress, moment resultants or number of degrees-of-freedom in prebuckling, stability problems 
number of full circumferential waves 
normal pressure, Fig. I 
dependent variables-displacements and Lagrange multipliers 
infinitesimal change in 4 
radius of parallel circle, Fig. 1 
radius of curvature, Fig. 1 
arc length along meridian or stress deviator, depending on context 
work done by external forces 
distance from reference surface, Fig. 1 
reference surface strain 
reference surface change in curvature 
Poisson’s ratio 
stress 
effective stress, G = (ol* + uZz - ~~0,)~ 
circumferential coordinate 
energy gradient or shell wall rotation component, depending on context 
meridional rotation 

Superscripts 

i.; 

, =d( )/ds 
=d( )/de 

(l), (2) =first, second order terms in 6q 
T thermal, or transpose of matrix 

i Staff Scientist. 
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Subscripts 
0, 0 prebuckling 
1 meridional 
2 hoop 
12 shear 
f fixed 
s secant 

tangent 
a( M%,). 

INTRODUCTION 

Summary 

To date bifurcation buckling analyses involving plasticity have been applied to simple 
structures with uniform prestress. Basic conceptual difficulties have been cleared up and 
paradoxes resolved. It is now understood that the nonconservative nature of plastic flow 
does not prevent the use of bifurcation buckling analysis to predict instability failure of 
practical structures; the concept of consistent loading of the material in the transition from 
prebifurcation state to adjacent postbifurcation state permits the use of instantaneous pre- 
bifurcation material properties in the stability equations; and an investigation of the effect 
of very small initial imperfections on the collapse loads of cruciform columns indicates that 
the reduced shear modulus G obtained from deformation theory should be used in the 
stability equations even if there is no history of shear along the prebifurcation path. 

With the high speed electronic computer it is now feasible to calculate elastic-plastic 

bifurcation buckling loads of rather complex structures. The purpose of this paper is to pre- 
sent the theory for nonsymmetric bifurcation buckling of axisymmetrically loaded branched 
shells of revolution, including large axisymmetric prebuckling deflections and elastic-plastic 

effects. 

The problem of nonconservativeness 

Systems involving plastic flow are nonconservative. The energy required to bring a 

structure from its prebifurcation state to an adjacent buckled state depends upon the path 
of transition if any of the material is loading into the plastic region. Hill[l, 21 has shown, 
however, that as long as the infinitesimal path is reasonably direct the variation in infinites- 

imal energy dissipation from one path to another consists of higher order terms only. 

The problem of loading rate during buckling 

Analysis of the bifurcation buckling of elastic-plastic structures dates back to 1889 when 
Engesser[3] presented his tangent modulus theory for columns and Considere[4] set forth 
the “effective” or “double” modulus theory based on the assumption that the column un- 
loads elastically on the concave side during incipient buckling at a given load. In 1895 
Engesser, who had assumed that the total load on the column remains constant during buck- 
ling, acknowledged error in his original theory and determined the general expression for the 
reduced modulus. In 1910 von Karman[5] presented the Considere-Engesser theory again, 
with actual evaluation of the reduced modulus for rectangular and idealized H-sections and 
comparisons with tests. Until Shanley’s paper appeared in 1947 [6], the reduced modulus 
or “ double modulus ” model was accepted as the exact theory of column action, even though 
the tangent modulus model gave better agreement with tests. Shanley[6] resolved the para- 
dox in 1947, when he stated: 
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‘1 

. . . in the derivation of the reduced-modulus theory a questionable assumption was 

made. It was assumed, by implication at least, that the column remains straight while the 
axial load is increased to the predicted critical value, after which the column bends, or 
tries to bend, Actually, the column is free to ‘try to bend ’ at any time. There is nothing 
to prevent it from bending simultaneously with increasing axial load. Under such a con- 
dition it is possible to obtain a nonuniform strain distribution without any strain reversal 
taking place.” 

In a discussion appended to Shanley’s paper, von Karman further clarified the theory 

stating, 

“ Both Engesser’s and my own analyses of the problem were based on the assumption that 
the equilibrium of the straight column becomes unstable when there are equilibrium po- 
sitions infinitesimally near to the straight equilibrium position under the same axial load. 
. . . Mr. Shanley’s analysis represents a generalization of the question. . . . What is the small- 

est value of the axial load at which a bifurcation of the equilibrium positions can occur, 
regardless of whether or not the transition to the bent position requires an increase of the 
axial load ? ” 

In 1950 Duberg and Wilder[7] provided further insight into the problem by showing that 
for small, finite imperfections bending will take place immediately as the load is applied 
but that local unloading of the material will not occur until the column is subjected to a 
relatively large bending moment. For vanishingly small initial imperfections, finite bending 

of the column will start at the bifurcation load predicted by the tangent modulus theory. 
Elastic unloading will not occur, however, until a higher load at which the column has de- 
formed a finite amount along the post-bifurcation load-deflection curve. Duberg and Wilder 
show that for practical engineering materials the maximum load carrying capability of the 
column is only slightly above the tangent modulus bifurcation point. 

It is physically reasonable to extend the concept of “tangent modulus bifurcation” to 
buckling of two-dimensional structures-plates and shells. Experiments and analyses have 
been conducted for simple plates and shells in which the prebuckling state is characterized 
by uniform compressive stress (see, e.g. [S -161). The analyses just cited are based on the 
tangent modulus method. Sewell[l7] gives a more extensive bibliography. 

In 1972 Hutchinson[l8] calculated axisymmetric collapse pressures of an elastic-plastic 
spherical shell with various axisymmetric imperfections. As the imperfection amplitude 
approaches zero the collapse load approaches a value very slightly above the tangent 
modulus bifurcation load calculated from J, flow theory for a perfect shell. In justifying 

the use of the tangent modulus approach to bifurcation problems in general, Hutchinson 
[19] in 1974 wrote: 

“The bifurcation solution is a linear sum of the fundamental solution increment and the 
eigenmode. We can always include a sufficiently large amount of the fundamental solution 
increment relative to the eigenmode such that the bifurcation mode satisfies the total 
loading restriction. . . . The confusion in bifurcation applications apparently stems from 
the misconception that when bifurcation occurs total loading will be violated. On the 
contrary, it is the total loading condition itself which supplies the constraint on the com- 
bination of fundamental solution increment and eigenmode which must pertain.” 

The “total loading” condition cited above justifies the use of the “tangent modulus” 
approach to bifurcation buckling problems of elastic-plastic shells. The fact that the collapse 
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load is only slightly above the bifurcation load for vanishingly small imperfections makes 
an elastic-plastic bifurcation stability analysis in principle just as suitable for design pur- 
poses as an elastic bifurcation stability analysis. For bifurcation buckling of general shells 
under combined loading, in which the stresses are nonuniform and in which the prebuckling 

solution may be characterized by regions which are elastic or unloading and other regions 
which are loading into the plastic range, the “total loading” condition enunciated by 
Hutchinson may be generalized by the statement that the rate of change of material proper- 
ties or “tangent properties ” in the prebifurcation analysis govern the eigenvalue analysis 

also. 

The pow theory us deformation theory paradox 

During the years when plastic buckling of uniformly stressed plates and shells was first 
being investigated, a perplexing paradox became apparent : Theoretical considerations and 
direct experimental evidence indicates that for general load paths flow theory is correct 
while deformation theory is not. However, bifurcation buckling analyses based on deforma- 
tion theory conform better to experimentally determined buckling loads than do such 
analyses based on flow theory. The discrepancy may have to do with whether or not the 
instantaneous yield surface has corners. Experimental evidence on this point is contradictory. 
Experiments by Smith and Almroth[20] indicate that the yield surface may develop a region 
of very high curvature which “smooths” out with time. 

The discrepancy in the prediction of bifurcation buckling loads is most pronounced in 
the case of an axially compressed cruciform column, discussed by Drucker[21], Cicala[22], 
Bijlaard[23] and Onat and Drucker[l2]. In this example the prebifurcation stress state is 
uniform compression while the bifurcation mode involves pure shear. In a flow theory in- 
volving a smooth yield surface the shear modulus remains elastic as the material of the 
column is uniformly compressed into the plastic range. Use of the deformation theory gives 
the instantaneous shear modulus 

G= 
G 

1+3c;-1, 
( i 

(1) 

s E 

where Es is the secant modulus. Since the predicted buckling stress is proportional to the 
effective shear modulus, the discrepancy in predicted bifurcation loads is governed by the 
difference between G and G. Onat and Drucker resolved the paradox by showing that cruci- 
form columns with very small initial twist distributions collapse at loads slightly above the 
bifurcation loads predicted with deformation theory. Apparently a very small amount of 
shearing strain in the prebifurcation solution suffices to reduce the effective shear modulus 
from the elastic value G to a value near that predicted by deformation theory. 

Because of this extreme sensitivity of the shear modulus to small. imperfection-related 
shearing forces applied while the material is being stressed, nominally without shear, into 
the plastic range, the value of Geff predicted by deformation theory is used in the J, flow 
theory bifurcation analysis presented herein. The purpose of this strategy is to eliminate 
much of the flow theory vs deformation theory discrepancy in buckling predictions while 
retaining a realistic model of the material submitted to reasonably general axisymmetric 
prebifurcation loading histories. 

However, in cases involving no in-plane shear either in the prebuckling phase or in the 
buckling process, J, deformation theory still predicts lower bifurcation buckling loads than 
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does J, flow theory. The axisymmetric buckling analysis of a spherical shell presented by 

Hutchinson[l8] is a good example. Since J, deformation theory has given better agreement 
with test results than has J, flow theory, and since the discrepancy is not entirely related to 
the difference in effective shear modulus, it is prudent to perform stability analyses using 
aoth theories in order to establish the sensitivity of the predictions to the two models. 
Therefore, a J, deformation theory option is included in the analysis presented here. 

ANALYSIS 

Axisymmetric prebuckling analysis 

Details of the prebuckling analysis are given by Bushnell[24] and only the main features 
will be summarized here. The theory is valid for small strains and moderately large rotations. 
The material behavior is modeled either as nonlinear elastic (J2 deformation theory with 

loading and unloading along the stress-strain curve) or by means of J, flow theory with 
isotropic strain hardening and secondary creep. The following summary corresponds to the 

J, flow theory option. 
A system of N nonlinear equations 

*it4j) = O i= 1,2,... N 

j= 1,2, . . . N 
(2) 

is solved by the Newton-Raphson method. The quantity N is the number of degrees-of- 
freedom in the discrete model. For each Newton-Raphson iteration the equations 

jf, $Aqj = -$i i= 1,2, . . . N 

must .be solved for the correction terms Aqj. Iterations continue until 1 Aq,/q, 1 < 0.001. 

In equations (2) and (3) qj are the nodal point degrees-of-freedom; $i is the gradient of the 
energy functional with respect to qi: 

and al(/i/aqj is the (i. j)th element of the tangent stiffness matrix: 

(4) 

(5) 

In equations (4) and (5) 1 ] and { } indicate row and column vectors consisting in this axi- 
symmetric prebuckling analysis of two stresses (ol, g2) or strains (E,, EJ. Subscripts 1 and 2 
denote “ meridional ” and “ circumferential.” The 2 x 2 matrix [C] is filled with zeroes if 
the material is elastic or unloading. If the material is being loaded into the plastic region, 
[C] is given by 

(6) 
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The various parameters in equation (6) are 

0 5 [CT: + CT; - a,ap 
H’ = EEJ(E - E,) 

-1 \’ I 7 v 1 

where E, is the tangent modulus. The uniaxial stress-strain curve is modeled as a series of 
up to 50 straight line segments. 

The quantity Win equations (4) and (5) is the work done by external forces. The stresses 

(or and cr, are given by 

{CT} = I& - &’ - EC - ET] [ ct] (8) 

where superscripts P, C and T denote “plastic”, ” creep” and ‘I thermal.” The total strains 

si, .sa are given at any point in the shell wall by 

8, = (e, - z~J/(l -t zi&) x=1,2 (9) 

where z is the distance from an arbitrarily located reference surface and 

e, = u’ -I- w/R, + /J2/2 

e, = UY’/I’ + tv/R, 

x, = I(“’ - d/R, - u( i/R, )’ 

lcl = @‘jr 

fi = \d - u/R, 

( )’ = d( )/ds. 

t101 

In this analysis and in the bifurcation buckling analysis the strain is assumed to be small, 
and the engineering concept of strain, “change in length/original length,” is thus implied. 

The shell geometrical parameters and displacement components are shown in Fig. 1. In 
equation (IO) derivatives of the dependent variables u and w are replaced by appropriate first 
and second order finite difference formulas for variable nodal point spacing. The “II” nodal 
points are located midway between ” )I’ ” nodal points. as shown in Fig. 2. Lagrange multi- 
pliers are introduced to include constraint conditions. The subscripted variable q in equa- 
tions (2) and (3) thus represents “ ul’ and “ W” nodal degrees-of-freedom and the Lagrange 

multipliers. 

Fig. 1. Shell reference surface coordinates, geometry, displacements, stress resultants, pressure. 
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Integration with respect to the circumferential coordinate 0 amounts to multiplication by 

27~; integration along the meridian is replaced by multiplication by the arc length between 

two adjacent “u” nodes; and integration through the shell thickness is accomplished by 
Simpson’s rule. The shell consists of up to 9 layers, each with a minimum of 5 integration 
points through its thickness, and each with its own stress-strain curve. The entire structure 
can consist of up to 25 segments branched in an arbitrary way as long as each segment has 
the same axis of revolution. 

The prebuckling iteration strategy is as follows: At each load level there are two nested 
iteration loops. In the inner loop the set of simultaneous nonlinear algebraic equations (2) 
with given fixed material properties and plastic and creep strains is solved. This is the 

“Newton-Raphson loop”. In the outer loop the strain-dependent material properties (the 
matrix [Cl), the plastic strain components ET, E; and the creep strain components E:, E: 

are calculated. Double iterations at a given load level continue until the displacements no 
longer change. In this way the favorable convergence property of the Newton-Raphson 

procedure is preserved, equilibrium is satisfied within the degree of approximation inherent 
in a discrete model, and the flow law of the material is satisfied at every point in the structure. 
It has been found that the use of this strategy permits very big load steps, even if the material 

is loading plastically. A very complete description of the flow of calculations and many 
numerical examples are given in [24], including comparisons between flow theory and de- 
formation theory, comparisons with test results, and charts showing how many iterations 
and how much computer time are required for solution of the nonlinear equations for 
several load increments. 

Bifurcation buckling analysis 

If q0 represents an equilibrium state then Icli(qg) = 0, i = 1, 2 . . . M. (The number of 
degrees-of-freedom M in the stability analysis is more than the number of degrees-of-free- 
dom N in the axisymmetric prebuckling analysis because nonsymmetric buckling modes are 
permitted). At the bifurcation load there exists a nontrivial infinitesimal displacement dis- 

tribution 6q, henceforth called the buckling mode, such that 

$i(40 + @I = O i= 1,2,...M. 

The II/ can be expanded in Taylor series about qO, thus: 

(11) 

$i(40 + k) = $i(40) +j$, (0) 6qj + ‘** = 0 i = 1,2,. . . M (12) 

J bq-+O 

Since $i(qO) = 0 it follows that 

M Ni Et 1 j=1 a(6qj) 
6q, = 0 i=l,2,...M. 

dq*0 

(13) 

The criterion for the existence of a non-trivial vector 6q is that the determinant of the 

M x M matrix [at+h/?(dq)], evaluated in the limit as 6q +O, vanish. 
The (i,j)th element of the stability matrix [dt,hi/a(6qj)]a4_o can be derived with use of 

equation (5) as a starting point. The stress and strain vectors la], [E] will now contain three 
elements rather than two, since the buckling mode may be nonsymmetric: 
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in which subscript ( )i2 denotes shear. The material property matrix [I - C]r[D] must in- 
clude shear stiffness elements not present in the axisymmetric prebuckling analysis. In ac- 
cordance with the discussion of cruciform column buckling in the introduction, the effective 
shear modulus G predicted by deformation theory 

in which 

G=OSE/(l +v+g) (15) 

g = 3(4/E, - I)/2 (16) 

is used if the material is loading plastically. The quantity E, is the secant modulus determined 
from the axial stress-strain curve and regarded as a function of effective strain for biaxial 
stress. Of course, g is set equal to zero if the material has not yielded or is unloading. In 
equation (5) [Z] is the 3 x 3 identity matrix and [C] and [D] are given by 

[C] = [O] if unloading or eiastic 

if loading plastically (17) 

1 1’ 0 

[D]=& [ \’ l O . 0 
0 

(1 - v2) 

2(1 + v +g) 

1 
The elements ci 1, cl 2. et 1, c22 of [C] are given by equation (6). 

The strains E 1, Ed and &i2 correspond to the total deformations-finite prebuckling z+, , w. 
plus infinitesimal buckling au, 621, 6~7. The meridional and circumferential strains vary 
through the shell wall thickness according to equation (9) and the shear strain varies accord- 
ing to 

E*2 = (erz + 2zrc,,)/[(l -t z/R&l + Z/R2)]1’2. (18) 

The volume element dI’ is 

dV = r(1 f r/R, )(l + z/R,)dz dB cls. (19) 

The reference surface strains e and changes in curvature K in terms of the total displacements 
U, 0, btt’ are : 

(20) 
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in which 

u = 2.40 + 624 

0 = 210 + 6u (zJ,, = 0 in this analysis) 

M’ = M’0 + 6W 

/I = w’ - u/R, 

$ = tilr - v/R, 

y = + (zi/r - 0’ - vr’/r). 

(21) 

Primes indicate differentiation with respect to the meridional arc length s and dots indicate 
differentiation with respect to the circumferential coordinate 8. Positive u, u, w are shown 
in Fig. 1. 

Use of equations (9, 14 and 17-19) in equation (5) and integration through the shell wall 
thickness leads to the following equation: 

[atiila(sqj)16q+0 = [/ J (lSol{e,ij> + l~,jl[Kl~e,il]rdsd~ - W,ijlaq+o (22) 
tJ s 

where 

l&J = lNlO3 N20, N,,,, M,,, , M,, , Mrz,J (prebuckling stress resultants) 

( >,ij EZ 
a( I 

a(&?i>a(bj) 

( ),i E a( 
a(b) 

with 

&I = jk,k, dz K22 = @22/U dz 
s 

K12 = s 
E,,dz 

K,, = - 
s 

E,,k,zdz K,,= - 
s 

E,,zdz 

K,,= - 
s 
E,,zdz K,, = - 

I E,,lk3)z dz 

KS, = s Geu dz K,, = Getfz dz s K,, = Getfz2 dz s 

(G,,, = G for unloading; G for plastic loading) 

(23) 

(24) 

K,, = s E, Ik3 z2 dz K,, = 
s 

E,, z2 dz K55 = (E22/kdz2 dz 
I 
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in which 

k, = 0 + 4WlU + zlR,) 

k, = (1 + q’R,)l(l + z/R,>, 

and 

4, = &I -c11 -vcz*) E,,=&u -vc,z-c**) 

Gw 

4, = $-q fv - c12 - %J 

where the Cij are given by equation (6). Equations (26) correspond to J, flow theory. 
If J, deformation theory is used equations (26) must be replaced by 

E,, = a/@’ - b2) E,, = - b/(a’ - b*) E22 = 4, (27) 

in the prebuckling analysis and by 

42 = 
-bs 

a,c, - b: 
Ez2 = a’ 

a,c, - b,2 

in the bifurcation buckling analysis. The quantities a, b, a,, b, and c, are given by 

a = l/E, b = - ; (v + g/3) 

a, = a + g’sf/E b, = b i- g$,s,/E c, = a + g’&E 

in which g is given by equation (16) and 

S, = (2fJ, - a,)/3 s2 = (2@2 - a,)/3 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

It is clear that in equations (20) only the terms quadratic in the in~nitesimal displace- 
ments au, 60, SW contribute to the first term of the (i,j)th stability matrix element (equation 

22) and only the terms linear in au, 6v, 6~ contribute to the second term in equation (22). 
The quantity Wij represents the second derivative of the live load (pressure-rotation) effect 

which is given by 

where p and p’ are the normal pressure distribution and its meridional derivative. 
The buckling mode 6q or 6u, dr, 6w is assumed to vary harmonically around the circum- 

ference with a single harmonic, so that e-differentiation in equations (20) and (21) can be 
replaced by multiplication by n or --n, where n is the number of full circumferential waves. 
Hence the e-integration in equation (22) can be replaced by multiplication by 2~ if n = 0 
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and by rc otherwise. As in the prebuckling analysis, integration along the meridional arc s is 
replaced by multiplication by the distance Asi = li (Fig. 2) between two adjacent nodes Ui 
and Ui+l. Corresponding to the ith meridional “finite difference element ” [25] the reference 
surface strains e and changes in curvature K as well as the prebuckling stress resultants [S,] 
are evaluated halfway between ui and uifl in terms of the seven nodal point variables VV~_~, 

ui7 ui, wi, Ui+lr ui+l, Jyi+l- Figure 2 shows the arrangement of nodes and their relationship 
to the integration area and the location “ E" at which the second variation of the energy 
(equation 22) is evaluated. 

FICTITIOUS -+ 
POINT 

Fig. 2. Arrangement of nodes for the bifurcation buckling analysis. 

The total reference surface strains and changes in curvature can be expressed in terms of 
three parts 

]e] = [e(O)] + ]e”‘] + ]e@‘] (32) 

where superscripts (i), i = 0, 1, 2 indicate zeroth, first and second order in the buckling dis- 
placements 6q or 6u, 6v, 6w. The zeroth order represents the axisymmetric prebuckled state. 
The first and second order terms are given by 

(6~)’ + SW/R, + PO@ 
-n6vlr i- r’dulr + 6wlR2 

n&/r + r(ho/r)’ + poS* 

! 

(33) 
(d/3)’ 

il) I J K2 

ti’:2’ 

(e(2)} E 

-.&+5/r + r’dp/r 

2(-d/?/r + r’i%j/r + (Sv)‘/R,) 

(2) el 
(2) e2 
(2) e12 
(2) KI 
(2) 

Kl2 

K’1”2’ 

(34) 

In the derivation of equation (33) it has been assumed that 6~ and 6w vary as sin 0 around 
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the circumference and 6v varies as cos no. Two of the prebuckling rotation components, 
Il/,, and ye, are zero. 

Equations (21) can be used to express &a, S$ and 6y in terms of Su, 6v, 6~. Given the 
nodal point arrangement shown in Fig. 2 and the fact that the second variation of the energy 
a$/J(Q) is evaluated at the point marked “E”, the buckling displacements and their de- 
rivatives are written in terms of the nodal point values thus: 

where 
ar, = (h - k)(3k + h)/[16(P + hk)] 

a12 = (h $3k)(3h + k)/(lfihk) 

a I3 = (k - h)(3h + k)/[M(P + hk)] 

u2r = -1/2h a22 = (1/2h - 1/2k) 

~31 = &'Ih(fa + 41 

a32 = -2/(hk) 

a33 = 2/[k(h + k)]. 

u23 = 1/2k (36) 

The quantities h and k are shown in Fig. 2. With appropriate substitutions involving equa- 
tions (21) and (35), equation (33) assumes the form: 

me”% = (f&f + ~~[~21)~~~~~~ (37) 

in which i indicates “ ith finite difference element ” and 

LSqli _ ]lL’i_1, Ui, Vi* I(‘i? Ui+lr L’itl, Il’i+rJ. (38) 

The 6 x 7 matrices [B,] and [B,] are functions of the shell geometry, circumferential wave 
number n and the mesh spacing parameters h and k. ff the mesh spacing is constant these 
matrices are given by equations (14) and (15) of 1261. 

The first term on the right hand side of equation (22) is the second derivative with respect 
to the ith andjth nodal degrees-of-freedom of [S,] {eC2)}, with {e(“} given by equation (34). 
It can be easily shown that 

l&l@‘2’) = 1~~1~~1~~~~1~~1~~~~ (39) 

where 

[N,] - ::;o N:;O 

i 

N 0 
0 

I 
(40) 

0 0 (N,, + NxJ 

and [R] is the matrix relating rotations to nodal point displacements: 

(41) 
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If the mesh spacing is constant the 3 x 7 matrix [R] is given by equation (16) of [26]. In this 
analysis the prebuckling shear resultant Ni2e is zero. Before differentiation with respect to 
the ith andjth nodal degrees-of-freedom the second term on the right-hand side of equation 
(22) can be written in the form 

If 

(42) 

[su, au, 6wJ = [U]{Sq) (43) 

and [P] is the 3 x 3 matrix given in equation (31), then before differentiation the third term 
on the right-hand side of equation (22) is given by 

- w = l~~l[~lT[~l[t’l~~~> (44) 

where [U] is a 3 x 7 matrix easily derived from equations (35). If the shell is considered to 
be loaded by two “sets” of forces, one set fixed and the other set varying, the complete 
stiffness matrix of the ith shell element can be written in the form 

[Wi = nrili((LB11 + Po~~~21)T[~l(~~~l + Pos[B21) + [~lT[~o~l[Rl + [~lT[~~I[~l 

~[U~,lTKI[&l + P21T[~I[~,I)P, + I~lTP4,1[Rl + [~l*VW’l] + ~2P32)TUW21B02)i~ 

(45) 

Subscript i denotes evaluated at the point “E” of the ith finite difference element,fdenotes 
“ fixed ” or “ not an eigenvalue parameter “, and il is the eigenvalue parameter. 

The global stiffness matrix is calculated by appropriate superposition of the local 7 x 7 
matrices [HIi, i = 1, 2, . . . 15, where L is the total number of finite difference elements in the 
structure. Boundary conditions and juncture conditions for compatibility between shell 
segments are handled by the introduction of Lagrange multipliers. A complete description 
is presented in [26]. Examples of the configuration of stiffness matrices for branched shells 
are shown in [27]. A more complete description of the derivation of the stiffness matrix is 
given in [28]. 

The values of II that cause the determinant of the global stiffness matrix to vanish corre- 
spond to bifurcation points on the load~eflection curve, with plasticity effects included in 
the model 

” Consistent ” loading model: A further justification 

Throughout the derivation of the stiffness matrix it has been assumed that the constitutive 
equation coefficients [K] are independent of the infinitesimal buckling displacements 6q. 
This assumption is in accordance with the “total” or “consistent” loading principle 
enunciated in the introduction. To reiterate-“consistent” loading is taken to mean that 
if the material at a point in the shell is loading plastically before bifurcation, it will also do so 
in the transition 6q to the buckled configuration. If the material is elastic before bifurcation, 
it will remain so during incipient buckling. In the introduction are quoted passages from 
the work of Shanley[6] and Hutchinson[l9] which defend the consistent loading model. 
The following physical argument is presented to further justify it. 

Let us hypothesize that the eigenvalue obtained from the consistent loading model is 
physically meaningless because a finite amount of material which has been loading into the 
plastic region suddenly unloads in the infkitesimal transition from the unbuckled state q to 
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the buckled configuration q + 6q. The effect would be to produce a stiffer structure and hence, 
in the presence of a given prebuckling state, a higher eigenvalue than would result from the 

consistent loading model. Suppose also that an eigenvalue and corresponding kinematically 
admissible mode have been determined from the consistent loading model. Now assume that 
a new nonlinear equilibrium analysis is performed for the shell with an infinitesimal imper- 
fection of the same shape as this buckling mode. Since the imperfection is infinitesimal the 
load-deflection behavior will differ from that of the perfect shell only infinitesimally for loads 

smaller than the lowest eigenvalue obtained from the consistent loading model. If, as hypo- 
thesized, this eigenvalue were physically meaningless and the true bifurcation point lies a 
finite load increment above it, then the material of the infinitesimally imperfect shell would 
continue to load consistently right through the neighborhood of the bifurcation load cal- 

culated by means of the consistent loading model. A contradiction therefore exists: It has 
just been hypothesized that the eigenvalue from the consistent loading model is physically 
meaningless because injnitesimal perturbations of the form of the buckling mode cause a 
finite amount of the material to unload suddenly. However, the material of an actual shell 
containing such a perturbation in geometry loads consistently at the eigenvalue calculated 
from the consistent loading model. Therefore, this eigenvalue must be physically meaningful 
and must correspond to a bifurcation point on the load-deflection curve of the perfect shell. 

NUMERICAL RESULTS 

A computer program called BOSORS has been written based on the analysis just described. 
Both J, flow theory and J, deformation theory are provided as alternate branches. This 
program is an extended version of BOSOR4 [28]. The results discussed in the following 

paragraphs were obtained with the J, flow theory option of BOSORS. 

Seq. ‘3 and @ : ELASTIC 

Seq. #@and 0: ELASTIC- 
PLASTIC 

(PSI) (%) - - 
0 0 

41200 0.40 
45900 0.45 

49300 0.50 
51400 0.55 
52900 0.60 
55000 0.70 
55500 0.60 
56000 1.00 

(0) ACTUAL STRUCTURE (b) DISCRETE MODEL 

Fig. 3. Aluminum pressure vessel and discrete models. 
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Figure 3(a) shows part of an aluminum shell which is submitted to uniform external 
pressure. The stress-strain curve is modeled as a series of straight line segments passing 
through the data points listed in the figure. Half of the shell (from the apex of the cone to 
the symmetry plane of the cylinder) is modeled as shown in Fig. 3(b). The region which be- 
comes plastic is confined to the neighborhood of the juncture between the cone and cylinder. 
Computer time is saved by division of the cone and cylinder into two segments each-an 
elastic segment and an elastic-plastic segment. 

FROM JUNCTURE 

Fig. 4. Meridional strains near cylinder-cone juncture. 

Figure 4 shows the sensitivity of the prebuckling axisymmetric meridional strain distribu- 
tions near the juncture to changes in the nodal point density and the number of integration 
stations taken through the wall thickness. Figure 5 shows the reduction of the wall stiffness 
near the juncture just before bifurcation buckling. The reference surface is the inner surface. 

The minimum predicted buckling pressure corresponds to 6 circumferential waves and is 
511 psi for Model A with 5 integration points through the thickness, 512 psi for Model A 
with 9 integration points, and 515 psi for Model B with 5 integration points. 

If the material is assumed to remain elastic the analysis with Model A yields a minimum 
buckling pressure of 565 psi. An elastic model with meridional moment-carrying capability 
across the juncture in the prebuckling analysis but with a hinge there in the stability analysis, 
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- 5 Po~ots TI:rough Thickness 
---- 9 Pants Through Thickness 

-0.4 -0.3 -02 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 
DISTANCE FROM JUNCTURE (inches) 

Fig. 5. Shell wall stiffness coefficients near cylinder-cone juncture. 

yields a predicted critical pressure of 533 psi. An elastic model with a hinge assumed at the 
juncture in both the prebuckling and the stability analyses gives 481 psi for the buckling 
pressure. All critical pressures correspond to 6 circumferential waves. Figure 6 shows three 

of the four buckling modes. 
Figure 7 and Table 1 demonstrate the strategy used in BOSORS for obtaining bifurcation 

buckling loads. At a given circumferential wave number n, the load is increased in steps 
until the stability determinant changes sign. Then the load step is automatically reduced by 
a factor of 10 and the process repeated, starting from the previous load as shown in Fig. 7. 

p= 461 psi 
n=6 Waves 

p=511 psi 
6 Waves 

p= 565 psi 
6 Waves 

Fig. 6. Buckling modes with various models 
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Corresponding to the point labeled (4), for which it is known that with IZ = n, the buckling 
pressure is between 510 and 515 psi, an eigenvalue problem of the form shown in equation 
(45) is set up. The quantities pof, Nof and Pr in equation (45) correspond to the “fixed” 
prebuckled state of 510 psi, and PO, No and P correspond to the increments in prebu~kling 
rotation, stress resultants, and pressure distribution for a 5-psi increment in external pressure 
added to the “‘fixed” 510 psi. The circumferential wave number n is varied until a minimum 
eigenvalue L is found. 

Order of Load Steps 

Fig. 7. Finding the lowest eigenvalue. 

In Table 1 the terminology “trial” is used. A “ trial” is defined as a solution of the non- 
linear algebraic equations (2) for given material properties and estimates of the plastic and 
creep strain components. At 300 psi three trials were required for complete convergence of 
the prebuckling analysis. 

The entries in Table 1 associated with (n = 5) require an explanation: The “stability 
stiffness matrix” is the global matrix composed of all terms in equation (45) not multiplied 
by ,I or ,12; the “ load geometric matrix” is composed of the terms multiplied by I; and the 
“lambda-squared ” matrix is composed, not surprisingly, of the terms multiplied by L2. 
Eigenvalues are extracted by the inverse power iteration method with spectral shifts. The 
solution of the quadratic eigenvalue problem is described in [28]. 

Further numerical results and comparisons with tests are given in a sequel to this paper, 
also published in this journal. 
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Table 1. Summary of calculations and UNIVAC 1108/EXEC8 computer times for 45degree 
specimen elastic-plastic bifurcation buckling analysis 

(137 degrees of freedom in prebuckling analysis, 201 in stability analysis) 

Pressure 
(psi) Calculations in progress 

Elapsed time 
(set) 

0 
300 
300 prebuckling 
3oo analysis 

300 (n=6) 
300 (n = 6) 
350 (n = 6) 
400 (n = 6) 
450 (n = 6) 
500 (n = 6) 
550 (n = 6) 

505 (n = 6) 
510 (n= 6) 
515 (n=6) 

510 
510 (n= 5) 
510 (n=5) 
510 (n = 5) 
510 (n= 5) 

510 (n=6) 

510 (n= 6) 

510 (n=7) 

510 (n= 7) 

input data read in, preliminary calculations finished 
trial #I completed. 4 Newton-Raphson iterations required 
trial #2 completed. 2 Newton-Raphson iterations required 
trial #3 completed. 1 Newton-Raphson iteration required, 

list 
stability stiffness matrix for n = 6 waves computed 
stability determinant calculated 
three trials, 6 N-R iterations, stability analysis completed 
four trials, 8 N-R iterations, stability analysis completed 
four trials, 8 N-R iterations, stability analysis completed 
four trails, 8 N-R iterations, stability analysis completed 
four trials, 8 N-R iterations, stability analysis completed 

(stability determinant changes sign between 500 and 
550 psi) 

two trials, 3 N-R iterations, stability analysis completed 
three trials, 5 N-R iterations, stability analysis completed 
two trials, 3 N-R iterations, stability analysis completed 

(stability determinant changes sign between 510 and 515 psi) 
two trials, 3 N-R iterations, list 
stability stiffness matrix for n = 5 waves computed 
load-geometric matrix for n = 5 waves computed 
lambda-squared matrix for n = 5 waves computed 
smallest eigenvalue for n = 5 waves computed (two spectral 

shifts and a total of I2 inverse power iterations. 
Eigenvalue = 9.137, indicating that for n = 5 waves the 
buckling pressure is 510 + (515-510) ,I: 9.137 = 555.7 psi 

stability stiffness, load-geometric, lamba-squared matrices 
computed 

smallest eigenvalue of n = 6 waves computed (one shift, 
4 power iterations required. Eigenvalue = 0.1516, 

indicating that the buckling pressure is 5 10 + (5 15-5 10) 
\( 0.1516 = 510.8 

stability stiffness, load-geometric, lambda-squared matrices 
computed 

smallest eigenvalue for n = 7 waves computed (one shift, 
5 power iterations. Eigenvalue = 3.63, therefore 
buckling pressure for II = 7 is 510 + (515-510) Y. 3.63 = 528.2 

3.237 
5.482 
6.812 

IO.454 

11,268 
11.684 
19.528 
28.72 1 
38.23 1 
48.136 
58.711 

64.737 
72.902 
78.140 

82.981 
83.761 
84.661 
85.029 
89.467 

92,075 

94.213 

96.881 

99.680 

Minimum buckling pressure corresponds to n = 6 waves and is 510.8 psi. 
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A6CTpaKT - B nepBb# pa3 AaeTCIl KpaTKOe u3JIOmeHAe CXeMaTuYeCKuX TpyA HOCTei u 

napaAOKCOB BOKpyr aHaJIU3a 6u@ypKaWfi AJIff nJIaCTuYeCKOr0 Bbl~uBaHH%. KpaTKO 

06Cy~AakOTCsI HeKOHCepBaTuBHOCTb, CKOpOCTb NlWpywteHuFi BO BpeMIl BblIIyYuBaHuSI u 

paCXOXQeHu5I npeACKa3aHuti BblIIJWiBaHuR Ha OCHOBe TeOpuu IIJIaCTUYeCKOrO TeSeHu5I 

no cpat3nenmi c TeopueP nnacTurecKoi ne@opMauuu. AaeTcs pe3mMe ocecuMMeTpuYecKor0 

aHanu3a no speMff noTepu ~CT~E~~UB~CTU, npu y9eTe 6onbnnix ne@opMaquii, ynpyro- 

nnacTuYecKor0 noeeneHunkfaTepuanaunon3y9ecTu. 

~puBO~~TC5Ino~po6HocTuaHaJIu3aHeCUMMeTpU~eCKOti 6u~ypKauuuu3~e~OpMupOBaH- 

Hero, ace-cnMMerpmrecxor0 COCTOIIHUII. Onncbmarorcn Kax reopufl nnacrmrecxoro re’lemifl, 
TaKuTeOpAsAe+OpMaWiU. 

n,,uMeH,TeTCSI 06CyxAeHUe, OCHOBaHHOe Ha MeTOAe 3HeprUU B KOHeYHbIX pa3HOCTIIX, K 

CJIOUCTblM, CerMCHTHbIM A pa3BeTneHHbIM 060JIOrKaM, npOU3BOJIbHOfi MepUAUOHanbHOfi 

cDopMe,cocTaBneHHbIx u3 wcna pa3HbIx ynpyronnacTuvecKux MaTepuanoB. 

AaloTcrr 'IUCJIeHHbIe pe3yJIbTaTb1, nOJlyqeHb1 A3 npOrpaMMb1 BbISUCJIUTeJIbHOii MSUUUHbI, 

LVISTquJTUHApaC KOHUYeCKOii rOJIOBKOii non BnURHUeM BHeIIIHerO AaBJIeHHII. 


